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Changes and Reason for Changes (Less than 1500 words or 5000 bytes):

Request for approval of the Program Requirement Revisions for the Doctor of Physical Therapy Program is outlined below:

1.PHY T 505 Analysis of Movement I (3 credit hrs) and PHY T 506 Analysis of Movement II (1 credit hr) merged into a single 4-hour course (PHY T 505 Analysis of Movement) -- given the re-sequencing of Year 1 courses, content of PHY T 506 is needed earlier in the sequence to serve as the foundation for other courses in Year 1

2. PHY T 511 Clinical Pathophysiology (3 hrs) was expanded and divided into 2 courses -- additional content required to meet the expectations of contemporary, entry-level practice and to comport with accreditation standards of practice. Content (both original and expanded content) will be divided between 2 courses. PHY T 511 Clinical Pathophysiology I (1 hr) and new course entitled PHY T 512 Clinical Pathophysiology II (2 hrs). PHY T 511 (revised) will serve as an introductory course (original content) and will be taught during the summer semester, which is only 9 weeks in duration.

The net result of these modifications is the addition of 1 credit hour to the number of hours required for completion of the Doctor of Physical Therapy degree -- from 94.5 semester hours to 98 semester hours, which remains significantly lower than the average number of credit hours of the 200+ physical therapy programs in the US.
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